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BACKGROUND
The Hunter 376  is a popular choice for families and cruisers, while many have been chartered and others even
raced. Designed for comfort without compromising on performance, this well appointed yacht design is highly
sought after for her ease of sailing and uncomplicated deck layout. Her incredibly spacious and enclosed cockpit
is hard to beat and combined with a great interior galley and cabin layout, the Hunter 376 is hard to beat.  

Araluen has enjoyed a cruising life sailing mostly on
the East Coast of Australia - and more recently NSW.
 
Her current owner has spent considerable investment
fitting her out for family cruising with the addition of
all new standing rigging in 2017. Recent additions
include AIS, and a bluetooth stereo system. bimini,
dodger and boom tent which gives great protection
and shelter from the wind and sun but still allows for
excellent visibility from the helm. 
 
The newest addition is a Rolly Tasker asymmetric
spinnaker which was purchased for winter racing
prior to a change of plans for the current owner and
family.  

Araluen was fitted with a new Yanmar 39hp engine
and new cutlass bearing in 2018 and has had several
other upgrades since.
 
She comfortably accommodates four in two cabins,
with additional berths for 2 guests in the saloon. The
aft cabin is extremely spacious and the entire yacht
offers substantial head room and storage. 
 
There is one large head with electric toilet and
separate shower cubicle. Power sources come from
two AGM gel cel batteries and efficient solar panels.
When berthed the yacht can be connected to shore
power. Araluen was anti-fouled and polished in
March and is equipped with a stainless steel bbq and
Walker Bay dinghy.
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Interior
The light-filled roomy interior is bright and comfortable
with stylish suede upholstery. Fresh air and natural light
flow through deck hatches and portlights to create a warm
and homely atmosphere. 

SLEEPING ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation comprises two cabins - a V-berth forward
which offers the option of being 'open-plan' through to
the cabin or fully enclosed. it is also fitted with a wash
hand basin and wardrobe. The master cabin is aft of the
galley under the cockpit and runs the length of the
cockpit. There is great storage and head room in this cabin
which offers access to and from the saloon on either side
via the head or galley. The head has a newly serviced
electric head with a macerator pump and holding tank.
The shower cubicle is separated by a curtain for privacy.

THE GALLEY

The L-shaped galley is in the middle of the yacht and
offers all the conveniences you would expect from your
own home with well appointed bench tops, twin stainless
sinks, separate hot and cold water taps and a dedicated
garbage disposal bin. Twin opening fridge and freezers are
powered by efficient solar panels so you'll never be
without a cold beverage or a hot meal from the 3-burner
gas stove and oven or cockpit fitted bbq.

NAVIGATION

Situated below the companionway to port is a dedicated
nav station and chart table with AIS, Icom VHF, battery
monitors and usb charging ports. All instruments including
a Garmin 550 GPS are mounted on the steering console.
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On Deck
Araluen's rig is very straightforward with a large fully
battened main with single line reefing. Her head sail is
small and easily managed with sheets running aft to the the
cockpit companionway winches. The mainsheet traveller is
tucked away forward of the dodger so the entire cockpit is
free of lines and rigging. Under sail she is fast, powerful yet
very manageable short handed and promises a smooth ride.
 

COCKPIT LAYOUT

The Hunter 376 has a very large enclosed cockpit which
makes her very safe for young children when underway. It
also offers great protection from the elements with the
addition of a bimini and dodger. The cockpit can be
completely enclosed or opens out to expose a swim/dive
platform with water access via stainless steel boarding
ladder. A second shower on the transom offers hot or cold
fresh water. There is also a stainless steel bbq mounted on
the pushpit.

HIGHTLIGHTS & FEATURES

New Standing Rigging (2017
New Yanmar 39hp engine (2016)
New Cutlass Bearing (2018)
New Asymmetric Spinnaker in sock 
New ICOM VHF Radio 
New Epirb
New Fusion Bluetooth sound system
Recently anti-fouled and polished
Electric Windlass
3-Blade Feathering Prop
AIS
Walker Bay dinghy
Oversized master cabin
Shade sails and covers in great condition
Stainless Steel BBQ
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She could be
YOURS ...
Araluen is a great family cruising yacht with everything you need to get out on the
water this summer - with ease and in comfort. She would make a wonderful upgrade as
a family cruising yacht or anyone dreaming of taking their sailing to the next level. If
you're looking for comfort, good looks, solid performance and a lot of fun, Araluen is
the yacht for you.
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For full inventory details and to arrange a viewing of this exceptional yacht contact 
Sonia Robinson on 0410 35 77 55.


